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Hopi Native Flute performance 

and 

Award-Winning Film Öngtupqa 

Music and Cultural Connections to the Grand Canyon 

November 15, 2019 6:30 pm-8 pm   Free admission 

In celebration of the centennial of the Grand Canyon’s designation as a national park, Seattle 
musician Gary Stroutsos will present an evening playing traditional Hopi flute music and 
showing the accompanying documentary, Öngtupqa.

Öngtupqa - the Hopi name for Grand Canyon which 
translates to “Salt Canyon”, is the creation of 
musicians Clark Tenakhongva, Vice Chairman of the 
Hopi Tribe and renowned traditional singer; Gary 
Stroutsos playing the Hopi long flute, and Matthew 
Nelson playing clay pot percussion. 

This documentary film shares Hopi cultural connections to the canyon through music and 

spoken word, stunning images of the Grand Canyon, live music footage, time-lapse imagery, 

and much more. The trio recorded the 

album inside the Grand Canyon’s Desert 

View Watchtower, a stone edifice 

located on the south rim of the canyon, 

whose architecture is inspired by 

Puebloan ruins. Clark Tenakhongva, Gary 

Stroutsos and Matthew Nelson use their 

mastery of voice, flute and clay pot 

percussion to bring the acoustics within 

the Watchtower to life. Öngtupqa is an 

acoustic soundscape intended to honor the surrounding landscape through music created on-

site that could never be replicated in a studio far from the views and spirit of Grand Canyon. 

Gary Stroutsos’ live performances have captivated audiences around the 
world. His meditative flute music and time-honored stories evoke the lands 
and cultures that he has studied over the course of his 35-year career. 
Gary's mission is to carry the music forward to future generations and to 
promote stewardship of diverse cultures and the natural environment. 



“In his lifetime, Gary has played music from many cultures. His integrity, humanity and humor 
have opened doors into personal and private worlds. The gifts of songs and relationships with 
people from around the world have enriched Gary’s life. These are gifts that Gary honors and 
remembers.”  

— Julie Cajune, Salish Montana educator 

Originally trained as a jazz musician, Stroutsos transitioned into studying wind instruments from 
cultures across the world, including Chinese, Afro-Cuban, and Native American origins. His goal 
when studying cross-cultural genres is to make his best effort to faithfully recreate the spirit of 
a particular culture’s music without adding any New Age trimmings. His music was featured on 
the Ken Burns documentary Lewis and Clark: Journey of the Corps of Discovery, which led to an 
invitation to play for then-President Bill Clinton at the White House. Stroutsos is also the only 
non-native artist ever invited to record on the label Makoché Records, which is dedicated to 
recording indigenous music. 

The movie and soundtrack have won numerous awards including: 

• Best Native Film 2019 Arcosanti International Film Carnavale

• Best Feature at One Race Human Race National Film Festival

• Best Documentary at Copa Shorts Film Festival

Öngtupqa is a historically significant recording as it features the Hopi long flute – a relatively 
unknown instrument that has been missing from the Hopi Mesas for over 500 years.  

Archaeological excavations in northeastern Arizona from the 1930s unearthed four flutes that 
have been dated to 650 A.D., making them among the oldest known wooden flutes in North 
America. Stroutsos plays a replica of this ancient end-blown instrument, which was traditionally 
used to bring rain. The original flutes are curated by the Arizona State Museum in Tucson.  

How did this recording and the long-lost Hopi flute come about? 

Stroutsos played a replica of one of the instruments found in Broken Flute Cave, though Gary 
did not know much about its origins. Stroutsos met with Clark Tenakhongva, Vice Chair of the 
Hopi tribe and after a brief chat quickly led to talk of Stroutsos’ interest in this flute and 
Tenakhongva, he asked him to play it. Tenakhongva informed Stroutsos that the flute was a 
Hopi traditional instrument, lost to them for more than 500 years. Tenakhongva then asked 
Stroutsos to perform that night for his family – many of whom are respected traditional cultural 
practitioners.  

Stroutsos played that night in an old adobe house on First Mesa and he presumed that to be 
the end of the journey. But then Tenakhongva explained his own vision. He said that one of his 
songs had come to him in a dream and, in that dream, he was singing at a place high on the 
Hopi Mesas. The clouds began to gather and build, then started to move toward him. Finally, it 
started to rain. But, Tenakhongva explained, when he awoke, he would try to sing the song 
from the dream, but it never sounded right – as if something were missing. The missing piece, 
he said, was Stroutsos’ flute. 



A Historic Recording 
Stroutsos was caught by surprise when Tenakhongva called two days later to invite him to play 
in a sacred place—near the site of the Hopi origin story in the famed Desert View Watchtower 
as part of the Grand Canyon Music Festival. The Watchtower was built by renowned “architect 
of the Southwest,” Mary Colter, in 1932 and was modeled after similar structures built by 
ancient Puebloans in sites like Mesa Verde, Canyon de Chelly, and Chaco Canyon. 

In October of 2017 Nelson arranged the special permits and hired a sound engineer and 
videographer, Stroutsos booked a flight back to Tucson from his home in Seattle, and the three 
traveled together to Öngtupqa—the Hopi name for the Grand Canyon—for a single night of 
recording in that sacred space. Tenakhongva sang original compositions in his native language, 
Stroutsos improvised on the flute, while Nelson kept rhythm on clay pot drums 
(realizing that stretched-skin drums would not have been used when the original ancient flutes 
were made and played). The result was a total of nine finished tracks that approximate the way 
Hopi music may have sounded more than 1,300 years ago. The final recordings are not modified 
in any way, and the music was played live, without the benefit of a rehearsal or the opportunity 
for multiple takes.  

To tell this important story and share it with people from around the world, Tenakhongva, 
Stroutsos and Nelson have collaborated to 
produce an album about Hopi history, culture, 
and the tribe’s deep, spiritual connection to the 
canyon they call “Öngtupqa.” The Öngtupqa 
recordings represent a return to the Hopi 
people’s spiritual homeland, and Tenakhongva 
says everyone is invited to partake in the 
blessings bestowed on them by this historic music 
and its connection to the Grand Canyon—itself a 
Hopi house of worship.  

Gary Stroutsos has recently played: 
The 87th annual Hopi Festival at the Museum of Northern Arizona 
 Through the Years: Solo Native American Flute Concert - San Pedro Chapel in Tucson 
Multiple tours of Öngtupqa music 
Multiple events of Jethro Tull and other UK Acoustic joys  
Multiple Paul Horn music concerts 

Upcoming:  Playing at the Duwamish Tribe Kickoff to Indigenous Peoples Day Celebrations 
October 11, 2019 from 12 to 3 pm for their Gala and Native Art Auction at Miners Landing, 
Pier 57, Seattle.   

Karshner Museum and Center for Culture & Arts, 309 4th St NE, Puyallup, WA 
November 15, 2019, 6:30 pm to 8:00 pm 
Hopi Flute music performance and the movie Öngtupqa  

http://www.garystroutsos.com/tour/2019/5/2/through-the-years-solo-native-american-flute-concert



